This Thanksgiving, let’s choose love

By Rep. John Joyce (R-Blair)

The coronavirus pandemic, which has arrived in the U.S. much like a tsunami, has thrust us into a time of extraordinary challenge. In the span of my own medical career alone, I have witnessed remarkable innovation from our nation’s top scientists — from breakthroughs in therapeutics and even cures for deadly diseases.

That innovation brings hope to horizon

As part of this historic undertaking, America’s top scientists and researchers — and it’s a bipartisan partnership — now have the unique ability to stop the spread of this virus.

Thanks to our health care heroes and to the public-private partnership spearheaded by Operation Warp Speed, our nation is positioned to develop and distribute a safe and effective vaccine more efficiently than any country in the world.

As this visionary undertaking, coronavirus vaccines are being developed at an unprecedented speed and efficiency standards as outlined by Operation Warp Speed. Vaccines are similar — safer and more effective option is王晓, it’s ready. That is possible. We have had our moment — our moment is now.

Thanks to President Donald Trump and Operation Warp Speed, — the U.S. government is here to provide a safe and effective vaccine.

During this crisis, Americans have faced unprecedented challenges. Together, we will defeat this virus, which is now the most crucial challenge to our nation’s health and safety.
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